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Abstract

Caching is crucial to improve performances in many
computing systems. This work proposes a caching approach
for improving query evaluation. The proposed solution fol-
lows a semantic oriented approach and combines query and
object caching. Separating query and objects provides high
flexibility, by making possible to use several cooperations
between caches and by supplying different query manage-
ment tools. Our proposition has been experimented in a
grid data management middleware and seems promising as
showed by the results reported in this paper.

1 Introduction

Important work has been done in several areas to pro-
vide effective solutions for data sharing in large distributed
systems. This paper describes a contribution to improve
data transfer and processing in query evaluation. It has been
tested in grid data management middleware. The main idea
is related to the use of a variant of the view, a notion typ-
ical in DBMS. Our proposal relies on the use of partially
pre-calculated queries handled by cache services. These se-
mantic caches may be deployed according to the grid infras-
tructure and to user requirements. Queries may concern one
or several sources distributed across the grid.

The semantic cache we propose is composed of a cache
service, nameddual cache, and aquery manager. A
dual cacheis defined as a cooperation between a query
cache and an object cache. The query cache keeps the cal-
culated queries together with the identifiers of objects an-
swering such queries. The object cache keeps accessed ob-
jects. Such a solution optimizes storage resource manage-
ment, avoiding replication when objects are shared by sev-
eral cached queries. In addition it saves computation, by
making possible to cache a large number of query evalu-
ations, even if corresponding objects do not all fit in the
object cache. As a consequence,dual cacheis particularly

promising in a grid context, where resources (data sources
and bandwidth) are shared among a large number of clients.
Thequery manager can provide two main services: (1)
query capabilitiesto allow local evaluation of queries on the
object cache which can reduce server load, (2)query match-
ing to compare received queries with pre-calculated ones in
the query cache to enhance local query evaluation. Such a
feature is particularly interesting in contexts where series of
related queries will be issued in succession, with the results
being at least partially overlapping.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
our proposition whereas section 3 presents a performance
analysis in a middleware for data management on grids. Re-
lated work is described in section 4. Section 5 concludes
this paper and gives research perspectives.

2 Dual cache and query management

Figure 1. Evaluation on grids

Our proposal is designed to improve query evaluation
over data sources distributed across a grid (figure 1). We
propose a semantic cache [17] [12] solution integrating
light weight query management capabilities (see figure 2).
This proposal attempts to maximize advantages of seman-
tic caching which are the reduction of both data transfers



Figure 2. Semantic dual cache

and query computation. Our proposal, calleddual cache
clearly distinguishes these two goals by managing a couple
composed of a query cache and an object cache. A query
manager works together with thedual cache. Such a solu-
tion provides high flexibility to establish intra and inter site
cooperation among the semantic caches deployed across the
grid. In the following, section 2.1 presentsdual cache, sec-
tion 2.2 introduces query management aspects and section
2.3 discusses cooperation potentiality.

2.1 Dual cache

To explain our proposal, we consider a general query set-
ting. LetQi be a query to be evaluated on servers{Sj}. A
standard processing ofQi implies sending queries to ap-
propriate servers which send back partial answers. A global
query manager composes the final answer. The answer to
Qi is a set of objects having each an identifier,ObjId.

A dual cacheis composed by a query cache and an object
cache as illustrated in figure 2.Dual cachesare intended to
be deployed on user or proxy [21] sites1. They will rely
on the resources of these machines to improve query eval-
uation. The query cache manages query results. Entries
are identified by a query signature. The entry itself is the
query answer stored as the set of identifiers of the relevant
objects,answer(Qi)=SetOf{ObjIdk}. Objects them-
selves are in the related object cache, not in the query cache.
When a new query is evaluated, answer retrieval implies
loading the corresponding objects. So, a new query cache
entry leads to object cache updates.

Dual cacheuses partially pre-calculated queries which
are close to the concept of a view in DBMS. Each entryQi
of the query cache plays the role of a pre-calculated query
andSetOf{ObjIdk} is its answer. As objects themselves
are stored in an object cache which has no obligation to

1In special casesdual cachecould be useful on server sites

synchronize its content with the query cache, pre-calculated
query or views may be full (every corresponding objects are
stored in the cache) or partially (some objects are absent
from the cache) materialized.

When a user queryQj is submitted to thedual cache, it
may result in ”hits” or ”misses” in the query and the object
caches. There is a query hit, if aQi of the query cache can
be used to answerQj (see section 2.2). Otherwise there
is a query miss. In this case,Qj is sent to the appropriate
servers in the standard way or using the current cooperation
policy (see section 2.3). If there is a query hit, object misses
may or may not occur depending on the current state of the
object cache.

The dual cacheapproach ensures some advantages in
large distributed systems sharing large amounts of data.
First, as cached objects may be shared by several cached
queries, memory use is optimal. The independent manage-
ment of query and object caches saves in many cases com-
putation time and servers loads. Finally the communication
between query cache and object cache and the configura-
tion of each of them are very flexible: (1) the size cho-
sen for each cache will determine whether data caching or
computational caching is emphasized; (2) the level of co-
operation between both caches may be as strong as desired
according to the coherence between pre-calculated queries
and cached objects; (3) the replacement strategy is decided
for each cache.

It is to be noted that there are two main principles in a
dual cache; firstly the query cache manages sets of iden-
tifiers, which are accessed by queries, secondly the object
cache manages objects which are accessed by identifiers.
This implies that servers or data sources must provide both
access possibilities.

2.2 Light weight query manager

The query manager of the semantic cache isolates
two distinct, but cooperative components to offerquery ca-
pabilitiesandquery matching. By query matching, we con-
sider the semantic process of comparing a submitted query
with the query cache content to deduce semantic overlap or
semantic mismatch. Byquery capabilitieswe mean opera-
tors to locally evaluate queries on objects in the cache.

Query matching process analyzes queries to identify
cache entries to be reused to answer a submitted query.
When a queryQj is submitted, three types of hit may arise.
Exact hit: Qj is already pre-calculated in the cache. This
is the best situation where the query was already submitted.
In this case, the query cache contacts the object cache to re-
trieve objects inanswer(Qj). The object cache initiates
cache misses resolution if necessary. The complete answer
is returned through the query cache.
Extended hit: a pre-calculated queryQi subsumesQj, the



results ofQj can be obtained from the answer toQi i.e. the
whole relevant object identifiers are present inQi but some
kind of filtering process is required, for example a selection
or a projection. It can be achieved locally by thequery
manager.
Partial hit: Qj subsumesQi or Qi overlaps without inclu-
sionQj. The answer ofQi is a part of the global answer
of Qj. In this situationQj is split in aprobe query, which
is the part know by the query cache and aremainder query
corresponding to the missing part [12]. Objects in the an-
swer to the probe query are retrieved as in the case of an
exact hit. Remainder queries or miss resolution events can
be solved by data servers or cooperative sites.
There is aquery missif Qj is totally disconnected from all
pre-calculatedQi.

As query matchingcan be a very complex process, it is
crucial to be able to judge when it is more effective to ana-
lyze query matching rather than consider a query as a miss.
The complexity of this process is strongly related to query-
ing capabilities of thequery manager.

Querying capabilities are defined by operators (selec-
tions, projections, ordering, grouping, etc.) that can be eval-
uated by thedual cacheon objects present in the object
cache. As a matter of fact, when relevant object identifiers
of a submittedQj are present in pre-calculated query the
dual cacheuses its ownquery capabilitiesto process re-
sults. As it can be assumed that the cache will work with
a small amount of data compared to the data managed by
the server, it could be argued that the maximum of opera-
tor should be present in the cache. But, this would be in-
teresting only if query capabilities are handled efficiently.
One can ask, what are reliable situations for enabling these
query capabilitiesand what are relevant operators to imple-
ment into the cache or to keep in the server side. As an
example, if it is known that a special sorting algorithm fits
better to an identified access pattern than the general one
used by a server, then a sorting operator could be added to
the cachequery capabilities. Moreover, reducing the num-
ber of operators in the cache is also fruitful for the process
of query matching.

Features built in aquery manager provide high flex-
ibility for deploying a cache architecture, enabling and con-
figuring this component is the results of a trade off which
is context dependent. It is important to take into account
the complexity of typical query, resources allocated to the
semantic cache, the server and network loads. It is also im-
portant to know the main purpose of the cache. If its final
goal is to save servers resources then an enhancedquery
manager is required. All this knowledge has to be taken
into account to choose the appropriate level of functionality
for thequery manager. The instantiation of aquery
manager may rely on works in the style of [11]. Our se-
mantic cache approach provides a flexible architecture and

modular components to enhance data access in various mid-
dleware. We are currently working to provide guide-line for
well-configured semantic cache.

2.3 Cache cooperation

Resolution protocol[9] defines the process to retrieve
data when a cache miss occurs. The choice of this proto-
col is very important in large distributed context. In fact,to
avoid data sources to become bottleneck, one may prefer to
make caches cooperate in order to balance the load. In that
case, the usual strategy to resolve a cache miss is to contact
other caches.

When the number of caches is really high, it is crucial
to create relevant cooperations. Such cooperations may aim
at reduce query evaluations or data transfer. However, these
aspect are sometimes antagonist, making difficult for a clas-
sic cache to provide an efficient configuration.

As dual cache, clearly distinguishes evaluations and
transfers, using two different caches, it enables new oppor-
tunities for making caches cooperate. In particular, it is pos-
sible to apply two distinct localities for the object and the
query cache. While the former may aim at reducing data
transfers by making cooperate object cache in a same area,
the latter can use a semantic locality resulting in a coopera-
tion between query caches having the same interests in or-
der to avoid computations. Cooperative caching withdual
cacheis very flexible and can be customized, enabled or
disabled according to system requirements. If query eval-
uation by servers is the bottleneck, cooperation between
query caches is always relevant. However if retrieving ob-
jects from a data source is costly, sending an object request
to siblings object cache is a good choice. In the case when
a server is particularly efficient, it may be preferable to use
it for resolution.

In addition to propose different groups for query and ob-
jects caches, it is also possible to choose distinct resolution
protocols. While one may use a flooding resolution protocol
as adaptations ofInternet Cache Protocol(ICP) [27] or Hy-
per Text Caching Protocol(HTCP) [26], a catalogue based
approach as in aCache Digests[22] or Summaries[15] can
be chosen for the other one.

3 Performance analysis

This section reports our experiences using semantic
caching to improve querying inGedeon, a middleware for
data management in grids. Our main purpose is to compare
existing semantic caching solutions [17] [10] todual cache
(DC).



3.1 Testbed configuration

Experimental data set and query server. Experiments
have been done usingSwiss-Prot[5], a biological database
of protein sequences. It consists of a large ASCII file
(750Mb) composed of about 210,000 sequence entries, each
of then identified by an id.Gedeonmiddleware [25] pro-
vides a direct access to an entry through its id. It also pro-
vides query evaluation capabilities. Queries are composed
of conjunctions and disjunctions of selection terms of the
form Attribute name op value. In the particular
case ofSwiss-Prot, op is often thecontain operator and
value is often a string. Evaluations result in a set of entries
matching the query.

Caches under test. [17] presents a representative exam-
ple of a semantic cache based on strict consistency between
queries and objects without allowing replication of objects
in the cache. This approach, used in web oriented databases
[18], leads to an optimal use of memory space but, consis-
tency between queries and objects in the cache has a cost.

On the other hand the proposal in [10] allows object
replication in the cache. Such a replication prevents from
focusing on consistency between queries and objects. When
a region (corresponding to the answer of a query) is re-
placed, all corresponding objects are discarded. However
a high level of replication and many redundant evaluations
can occur. As seen before,dual cacheavoids object repli-
cation in the cache and consistency management.

A Java and Fractal [6] version ofACS[14] has been used
to instantiate the three caches under test:dual cacheand
caches proposed by [17] and [10]. Due to the server query-
ing capabilities, the instantiatedquery manager for the
three caches only cares of query containment using query
signature [10].Query matchingonly cares on detecting if a
query is included in a cache entry andquery capabilitiesare
reduced to selection and conjunction operators. In this con-
figuration partial hits never occur. In presented experiments,
the cache size goes from 0.1 to 0.9 Gb and in all casesdual
cacheuses a size of 10 Mb for its query cache. When we
studied the impact of workload, a 500Mb size caches has
been used. This is large enough to be efficient but not so
large to prevent the deployment of other applications. All
caches under test useLRU replacement strategy.

Workload generation. Classical workloads used
in benchmarks (TPC [1], proxy [4] and database
Wisconsin[13], and Polygraph [2] for instance) do not
consider semantic locality, whereas we consider it as an
important behaviour for semantic caching. We useRx, a
synthetic semantic workload [20]. Queries correspond to
progressive refinements. The first query is general and
following ones are more and more precise and thus reduce

the set of matching elements. In anRx workload,x is the
ratio of subsumed queries. For example, withR50, half of
queries will be issued by constraining former queries.R0
is equivalent to a uniform workload used in [10]. It is not
the most suitable for semantic caching since it assumes
queries do not present semantic locality. However, if
a semantic cache is efficient in this context, it ensures
this cache to be interesting for other access patterns. In
presented experiments, workload is composed of queries
corresponding to a single selection term, or to conjunctions
of between two to four selection terms.

In presented experiments, the chosen workload goes
from R0 to R90. The impact of the cache size is studied
with R60since it seems to be representative of our applica-
tion context.

Performance metrics. One of the most important metrics
to study is the mean response time which is strongly related
to the hit ratio. But the server’s load and the amount of
data transferred from the servers to clients are also impor-
tant metrics to be taken into account. As a matter of fact
using a cache save servers and network resources. As a con-
sequence selected performance metrics are: mean response
time, hit ratio (exact and extended) and the amount of data
transfered.

3.2 Single cache with a single server

The first experiments were done with a single server and
a single client having the same characteristics (dual-Xeon
3Ghz, 2Gb memory, SCSI disk). Such performance anal-
ysis aims at understanding the comportment of the three
caches with respect to their size and to semantic locality.

Figures 3 and 4 present the impact of the size of the cache
and the semantic locality on the response time (3(a), 4(a)),
the ratio of queries resolved by caches (3(b), 4(b)) and the
amount of data transferred between the cache and the server
(3(c), 4(c)). Note that fordual cache, results on figures 3(b)
and 4(b) are about the query cache, and do not consider the
objet cache. This later is taken into account in term of data
transfer. Each workload correspond to 100 queries.

As expected, the efficiency of a cache increases with its
size: the larger the cache, the higher the number of, exact
and extended, hits. As a consequence the number of queries
evaluated on the server decreases as well as data transfer
leading to a shorter mean response time. The same positive
behaviour is observed when semantic locality of submitted
queries increases. It can be seen that fordual cache, size
lightly influences query hits (3(b)), whereas semantic local-
ity has no impact (figure 4(b)). In fact, even with a small
size (10 Mb) the query cache is able to keep results of very
large queries which often contain other queries. However,



(a) Mean response time (s) (b) Ratio of queries resolved by the cache (%) (c) Volume of data transfered (Go)

Figure 3. Impact of cache size (workload R60)

(a) Mean response time (s) (b) Ratio of queries resolved by the cache (%) (c) Volume of data transfered (Go)

Figure 4. Impact of semantic locality (0.5 Go cache)

for dual cachethe number of object hits (not shown on this
figure) is increasing with size and semantic locality.

3.3 Experiments in a grid: multi servers
and multi clients

Experiments have been done on Grid5000 [7], the very
large French platform for grid experiments. The data base
has been partionned in three equivalent size files, managed
by three clusters (Sophia Antipolis: bi-Opteron 2.2Ghz,
4Gb memory, SATA disk; Rennes: bi-Opteron 2Ghz, 2Gb
memory, SATA disk; Toulouse: bi-Opteron 2.2Ghz , 2Gb
memory, SCSI disk). Five nodes on each cluster are allo-
cated to query evaluation. When a query is submitted, it is
forwarded to the three clusters for a parallel evaluation. On
each cluster, queries are randomly forwarded to one of the
nodes used to evaluate queries. Ten clients placed on clus-
ters (Sophia Antipolis, 4; Toulouse, 3; Rennes, 3) generate
queries according to theR60 workload and each of them
uses its own 500Mb cache. The total number of submitted
queries is 1000. For a single experiment all caches are of
the same type, either [17], [10] ordual cache.

Table 1 describes the impact of semantic caching in a
middleware for data management in grids. It can be noted
that caches lead to a dramatic reduction in the number of
communications with the servers since many queries result

in exact or extended hits. As a consequence, the amount
of data transferred from servers to clients is highly reduced.
We can then conclude that a system with caches is more
robust, as it saves server and network resources.

3.4 Interpretations

The experiments results on required server-client data
transfers and cache hits are favourable todual cache. It
shows a more important reduction of the waiting time per-
ceived by users during query evaluations. For instance,
such a reduction is equal to 25% compared to [17] and
[10] for a 0.5Gb cache with theR0workload. By separat-
ing queries from objects,dual cacheand [17] enable opti-
mal use of available storage resources. When all objects
can be placed in the cache, [17] anddual cachepresent
similar performances like it can be seen in the figure 3(a)
with a 0.9Gb cache enabling to store the wholeSwiss-Prot,
whereas [10] is less efficient, because some query replace-
ment occurs due to replication of objects shared by different
queries. Unlike [17],dual cacheallows to enter an answer
in the query cache even if corresponding objects cannot be
stored in the object cache, making possible to store myriad
of queries. Such behaviour makes thedual cacheparticu-
larly well suited if the size available for a cache is small.
Our solution is particularly promising in this context be-



Response time Exact hits Extented hits Evaluation on servers Transfered data
[10] 18.1 s 19.6 % 56.8 % 23.6 % 34.67 Go
[17] 16.5 s 26.8 % 49.9 % 23.3 % 35.02 Go
DC 15.6 s 47 % 39.8 % 13.2 % 29.50 Go

Table 1. Specific performance metrics in a grid context

cause retrieving object via their identifier is more efficient
than evaluating corresponding queries. For example, in the
one client one server experiment with theR60workload and
a 500Mb cache, our solution is more efficient than [17] and
[10] since it retrieves objects via their identifiers for 12%
of the queries and makes the server evaluates 12% of them
whereas this ratio is 22% for the two others. It has to be
noticed thatdual cachegenerates a better exact hits ratio,
which explains its extended hit ratio is less important than
[17] and [10].

4 Related work

Our experiments compareddual cacheto proposals pre-
sented in [17] and [10] which are representative of the two
main approaches used in semantic caching, those separat-
ing query and objects ([17] [18]) and those handling them
together ([10] [12]).

However, there are other proposals. [16] caches parts of
queries that can be reused for further evaluations. This so-
lution considers semantic aspects but does not manage ex-
tended hits. [23] proposes a cache of views in a centralized
system. Caching views is quite interesting, but as object
caching is not considered such a solution may be of limited
use in a distributed environment. On the same principles,
[19] proposed caching views if they cannot be obtained us-
ing already materialized ones.

None of the mentioned works have been deployed in
a grid. [3] and [8] do by adopting a mediation like
approach[28].ICM [3] focuses on the problem of network
latency. It proposes to store data in distributed DB repli-
cated across the grid. User SQL queries are submitted to
the cache which decomposes them into sub-queries for local
and remote domains, and builds afterwards the final results.
[8] offers semantic cache functionalities by using hierarchi-
cal cache architecture. A kind of global cache federates grid
node caches by using a global catalogue. A metadata cata-
logue helps to localize data in data sources. Our proposal is
orthogonal to [3] and [8].

Dual cacheis not the first system combining two caches.
For example, [24] proposes a cache solution for parallel
multiple sequence alignments. Such solution is composed
of a cache for pair wise alignments and a second one to store
multiple alignments. Pair wise entries are used to compute

multiple ones. Contrary todual cache, [24] is very context
specific.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a cache solution to improve querying
in a grid context. Thedual cacheis based on the coopera-
tion of a query cache and an object cache. This proposi-
tion has been implemented, tested and compared to other
semantic cache propositions. Experiments have been done
in a grid context using a data management middleware. Re-
sults proved the efficiency of our solution in this context.
Our proposal saves computation time since it maximizes
query caching and saves memory as the object cache avoids
”in cache object replication”. Cooperation between the two
caches never introduces overhead related to consistency is-
sues. Moreover this approach allows tuned configuration
for each cache. This is particularly useful in a grid envi-
ronment where caches may be deployed on heterogeneous
sites.

Furthermore, thanks to a clear separation of calculus
caching (query cache) and access caching (object cache)
dual cacheleads to new opportunities. First different kind
of querying capabilities (filtering, grouping, ordering, etc.)
may be used in the cache solution. Then, it is possible to re-
solve a cache miss in a different way for the query cache and
the object cache, according to specific cooperation policies
related to semantic or geographic locality.

Our solution seems well suited for contexts where shared
data has low update rate. However, even in this con-
text, consistency issues have to be developed. In addi-
tion, future work involves the study of various application
contexts including warehouse oriented systems. We also
plan more in-deep work on cooperation policies and re-
placement strategies. Finally, we are interested in context-
aware caching strategies for developing self-adaptive and
autonomous caches.
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